The structure of higher education in Maine and the relationship between postsecondary education leaders and legislators are considered. Maine's state system has a single governing board and a chancellor. It is suggested that the jobs of the chancellor and college presidents do not involve duplication. A postsecondary education commission was recently created in Maine to promote interinstitutional communication, which was also addressed through the medium of a 1202 commission. It is suggested that there is a need for: cooperative planning between colleges in close geographical proximity in relation to program offerings and services; long-range planning; information relevant to the specific issue being addressed; and mutual confidence between political and postsecondary education leaders. It is proposed that the best way to avoid conflict between institutions is to have a voluntary system of cooperation and that the best way to avoid program duplication is for colleges to voluntarily negotiate. (SW)
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I AM VERY CLEAR IN MY MIND AS TO THE MOST IMPORTANT MILESTONES IN MY LIFE. THERE WERE FOUR: FIRST, WHEN UPON BEING COMMISSIONED A SECOND LIEUTENANT PILOT IN THE OLD ARMY AIR CORPS, I BECAME A GENTLEMEN.
SECOND, WHEN I FELL IN LOVE, AND WAS MARRIED, I BECAME A HUSBAND.
THIRD, UPON THE BIRTH OF OUR FIRST CHILD I BECAME A FATHER. AND FINALLY, UPON ELECTION TO THE MAINE SENATE, I BECAME AN AUTHORITY.
NOW, AFTER SEVEN TERMS IN THE LEGISLATURE, I REALLY AM AN AUTHORITY, IN A WHOLE HOST OF AREAS, ONE OR TWO OF WHICH MAY EVEN HAVE A DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE, SUCH AS HOW TO CONTINUE MAKING A LIVING EVEN WHILE IN POLITICS.
THERE WAS A TIME I WOULD HAVE BEEN EMBARRASSED BY DELIVERING A SPEECH ON HIGHER EDUCATION PLANNING BEFORE A DISTINGUISHED GROUP OF PROFESSIONALS, ALL OF WHOM PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT THE SUBJECT THAN I. BUT GRADUALLY, I HAVE CONVINCED MYSELF THAT I DO BRING A PERSPECTIVE THAT IN ITSELF MIGHT MAKE A CONTRIBUTION. I AM A POLITICIAN, AND I THINK LIKE A POLITICIAN. I AM NOT SUGGESTING THAT POLITICIANS ALL THINK ALIKE, OR INDEED, THAT ALL POLITICIANS EVEN THINK. YOU KNOW BETTER. BUT WE DO RUN FOR OFFICE. WE DO REPRESENT CONSTITUENTS TO WHOM WE ARE REGULARLY ACCOUNTABLE. AND, IN MOST CASES, WE ARE CLOSE TO THE PEOPLE.
THIS ACCOUNTABILITY, WHICH IS SWIFT AND SURE, TENDS TO HELP US MAINTAIN A BALANCE BETWEEN A NECESSARY FEELING OF PERSONAL CONFIDENCE, AND A STABILIZING FEELING OF HUMILITY.
REMEMBER THAT EACH OF US IS HIRED TO DO A SPECIFIC JOB. MINE IS DIFFERENT FROM YOURS. THAT'S WHY I OBSERVE THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS AND THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT WITH A VERY COLD LACK OF SYMPATHY AS THEY FINISH THE CONSTRUCTION OF THEIR NEW MEDICAL SCHOOLS, LESS THAN AN HOUR APART. THE CAPITAL COST OF THE TWO SCHOOLS MUST SURELY EXCEED A QUARTER OF A BILLION DOLLARS.
IN A DAY OF TAX RESOURCES GROWN SO SCARCE ONE NEEDS A GEIGER COUNTER TO FIND THEM, WHO MUST TAKE THE BLAME FOR THIS OUTRAGEOUS LACK OF PLANNING?

THE ANSWER ISN'T EASY, BECAUSE REGIONAL OR INTERSTATE PLANNING MAKES SO MANY SPECIAL INTERESTS VERY NERVOUS INDEED.

WHEN THE TAXPAYERS IN YOUR STATE SEE EVIDENCE OF WASTEFUL DUPLICATION, CAN THEY ZERO IN ON THE IDENTITY OF THE DECISION MAKERS?

LEGISLATORS THESE DAYS ARE OVERWHELMED WITH INFORMATION, BUT IS IT THE INFORMATION THEY WANT OR THAT THEY NEED? I FREQUENTLY GET FAR MORE VALUE OUT OF MY QUESTIONING AT THE END OF A PRESENTATION. THE QUESTIONS I WANT ANSWERED ARE NOT NECESSARILY FREELY IMPARTED BY THE PRESENTOR.

WARREN HILL TELLS ABOUT THE YOUNGSTER WHO WAS SEEMINGLY Turned OFF COMPLETELY BY ARITHMETIC. HIS TEACHER WAS CONSEQUENTLY DELIGHTED TO NOTE THE INTENT EXPRESSION ON THE CHILD'S FACE, AS THE TEACHER BEGAN TO ERASE THE PREVIOUS EXERCISE FROM THE BLACKBOARD. "YOU HAVE A QUESTION, JOHNNY?" HE ASKED.

"YES TEACHER, WHEN YOU ERASE THE FIGURES FROM THE BLACKBOARD, WHERE DO THEY GO?"

MOST LEGISLATORS TODAY WOULD EXPRESS KEEN INTEREST, NOT IN WHERE THE FIGURES GO, BUT WHERE THEY CAME FROM.

WHEN IT COMES TO THE ENORMOUS, UNCULLED MASS OF INFORMATION THAT INUNDATES THIS ONE COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN FROM AN UNSOPHISTICATED STATE IN THE NORTHEAST, I FEEL LIKE THE REVIEWER OF A NEW SCHOLARLY BOOK ON WHALES. HIS REMARKS WERE BRIEF. "THIS BOOK TELLS MORE ABOUT WHALES THAN I REALLY CARE TO KNOW".
TEN YEARS AGO, MAINE'S LEGISLATURE COMBINED OUR LAND GRANT UNIVERSITY TOGETHER WITH OUR STATE COLLEGES INTO A SINGLE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE UNDER A SINGLE BOARD OF CONTROL AND A CHANCELLOR. MOST MEMBERS OF THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY WERE AT LEAST INTELLECTUALLY OPPOSED TO IT.

THE LEGISLATURE WAS CONCERNED THAT THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION WAS NOT BEING DONE IN AN ORDERLY FASHION. THE PRESIDENT WITH THE BEST SENSE OF PR WAS BRINGING HOME TOO MUCH BACON AND SOME CAMPUSES WERE BEING STARVED. TRANSFER ABILITY OF CREDITS BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS WAS A SOMETIME AFFAIR. INSTITUTIONAL WANTS WERE FREQUENTLY HIGHER IN PRIORITY THAN STUDENT NEEDS.

TODAY WE HAVE A SYSTEM TEN YEARS OLD. I WISH I COULD REPORT TO YOU THAT IT IS RUNNING SUPERBLY, BUT I CANNOT. ON BALANCE, I AM SATISFIED THAT WE PURSUED THE PROPER STRUCTURE OF GOVERNANCE FOR US. THE LEGISLATURE HAS A UNIFIED OVERVIEW FROM A BOARD OF TRUSTEES, CAMPUS INDIVIDUALISM HAS BEEN MAINTAINED, AND IN MY VIEW, CONSIDERING OUR INCREASED FINANCIAL SUPPORT, ACADEMIC AUTONOMY IS ALIVE AND WELL.

MY COLLEAGUES ARE CONCERNED AT THE LEVEL OF BUREAUCRACY EVIDENT IN THE CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE. THE QUESTION IS, DO ACCOUNTANTS AND PLANNERS IN THE CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE REPLACE THOSE ON THE CAMPUSES AND THEREBY SAVE DOLLARS, OR ARE THEY JUST ANOTHER LEVEL OF BUREAUCRATIC STRUCTURE WHICH HAS BEEN SUPER-IMPOSED, DRINKING UP PRECIOUS DOLLARS WHICH COULD BE BETTER SPENT BY THE CAMPUSES.

A PRESIDENT IS HIRED TO RUN A CAMPUSS. A CHANCELLOR IS HIRED TO RUN A SYSTEM. THEIR JOBS ARE VERY DIFFERENT INDEED. BY AND LARGE, MOST LEGISLATORS SEEM TO BE WILLING TO PAY SOME BUREAUCRATIC COSTS, IF THE SYSTEM PREMITS ORDERLY USE OF LIMITED RESOURCES.
So, last year we enacted a postsecondary education commission. Why in the world would we want to do that? Well, here again we identified a vacuum. Despite the existence of a council of all college presidents or campus heads in Maine, private and public, institutions were not doing very much talking together. The smaller, weaker privates were being underpriced even as there seemed to be an insensitive expansion of the university into their areas. At legislative level, there was a great deal of sympathy for the privates and a significant hostility towards the university. It is, of course, much easier to feel kindly towards institutions which do not bug you with huge demands for appropriations.

The feeling was strong that the university was not voluntarily working well with the private institutions. Therefore, let us shine a very bright spotlight on the whole process of institutional interrelationships via the medium of a 1202 commission, and see if statewide planning cannot suggest a more orderly development of our postsecondary resources. Let us give the legislature some basic knowledge which it needs as it is called upon to rescue a failing private.

It was instructive to observe the source of institutional support and opposition to the legislation. The only warm support came from the emerging private institutions and those in troubled financial waters. The university clearly wished the bill would disappear - nor was there any visible enthusiasm from our postsecondary vocational schools or well established small, quality campus colleges. But it was enacted, and our commission has just been organized.
Perhaps it might be of interest to know of my personal aspirations for our future. What do I want and expect of our new educational baby?

First, perhaps, some things I don't want.

1. A big expensive bureaucratic layer which becomes a voracious consumer of tax dollars.
2. An authoritative monster which exercises control over any campus, thereby diminishing campus autonomy.

Some hopes I do have.

1. The very existence of the Postsecondary Education Commission of Maine (PECOM) will have the salutory effect of the police officer standing at an intersection. The chances are excellent that no one is going to go through a red light.

The other day I got a remarkable letter from a good friend who is the president of one of our university campuses. I had previously asked for a meeting between him and the president of a nearby emerging private institution. The complaint was that the university had just announced the establishment of a new series of courses in a section of the state 40 miles from the campus. The private school, about 30 miles away, was already offering identical courses and has been for several years. The university had not previously discussed their plans, but had simply done their planning and then made a public announcement.

The meeting between us was very fascinating, and though it arrived at no firm solution of the specific problem, in diplomatic terms, I felt it was very useful.
And now, the letter of which I spoke. Since the meeting, the institutions had begun talking at dean level. They were polling faculties to identify interest in sharing faculties as seemed appropriate in certain academic areas. They were evaluating the possibility of savings through sharing of health services to the two student bodies – and other possible benefits regarding availability of student social and cultural activities on a shared basis.

As a legislator, this makes my heart sing. So my first hope is that by simply being, PECOM will cause some good things to happen.

2. Long range planning will be of assistance to trustees and campus presidents, and others in making institutional decisions.

3. PECOM will be a source of information as specifically requested by the governor or legislature, information which will aide us in the decision making process.

I know that many in the academic world get violently uneasy about politicians having access to too much information. We might be misled by raw data, the interpretation of which is as important as the data itself. Even good old Alexander Pope perhaps thinking about the 18th century politician, wrote "a little knowledge is a dangerous thing."

I do not share this concern. What I need is not more data. I need relevant data, relevant to the specific issue that is facing me.
4. Finally, among the modest goals I have for PECOM, it will strengthen a feeling of mutual confidence between political and postsecondary education leaders. This confidence must be based on improved understanding by each party of the responsibilities and problems of the other. To the extent this confidence is strengthened, the parties and the public will benefit.

Now that you have heard my modest goals for the emerging commission of one state, permit me the further luxury of offering political advice which you might consider in the months ahead, as you live within the changing confines of the political-educational relationship.

It is not only nature that abhors a vacuum. Politicians abhor vacuums too. And when one exists, you can be very sure that someone or something will fill it. The complicating fact is that sometimes it is not the existence of a vacuum, but rather one's perception of the existence which causes a reaction.

Many public institutions, insensitive to mounting citizen and legislative criticism of tuition policies, have seen legislatures step into the battle by mandating new tuition approaches. Other legislatures have, by mandating teaching loads for faculty, or by restricting the admission of out of state students, clearly invaded the terrain previously that of the trustees or campus heads.

Any educator worth his salt, resents and resists increasing politic control of the academic process. There is a very real spectre of the loss of academic freedom lurking in the wings.

On the other hand, elected representatives of the people who are unsuccessfully wrestling with seemingly insoluble financial problems i:
OUR PRISONS, OUR MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES, OR OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS, TEND TO LOSE SYMPATHY VERY PREDICTABLY WITH A CAMPUS WHICH WANTS TO GO ON DOING BUSINESS AS USUAL.

I AM HAPPY TO SAY THAT MAINE HAS BEEN FREE OF LEGISLATIVE INCURSIONS INTO THE TURF OF THE TRUSTEES.

THE TRUSTEES ARE ALERT TO THE LEGISLATIVE CLIMATE. OUR COMMUNICATIONS ARE GOOD. WE HAVE BEEN MUTUALLY SUCCESSFUL IN HEADING OFF EMOTION PACKED CONFRONTATIONS FROM HAPPENING. WE WANT TO RETAIN THE BASIC INTEGRITY OF THE INDEPENDENT GOVERNING BOARD AND THE UNIVERSITY WANTS TO BE SENSITIVE TO THE PROBLEMS OF THE LEGISLATURE ON THE OTHER.

THE RESULT IS NOT A LOVE-IN, BUT RATHER A STRONG DEDICATION BY THE PARTIES TO LIVE UP TO THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES TO THEIR VARIOUS CONSTITUENCIES, WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF A RELATIONSHIP WHICH NURTURES COMMUNICATION AND UNDERSTANDING. WE HAVE OUR TENSIONS, OUR DISAGREEMENTS, BUT NOT ONCE HAS THE LEGISLATURE GONE ALONG WITH THE SMALL MINORITY WHICH SUPPORTS THE KIND OF POLITICAL SIGNAL CALLING FOUND INCREASINGLY IN SOME STATES.

SO MY POLITICAL ADVICE IS, THE BEST WAY TO AVOID THE HIGH COST OF POLITICAL CONFRONTATIONS IS TO NOT LET THEM HAPPEN.

THE BEST WAY TO AVOID A BITTER HASSLE ABOUT THE LACK OF INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION IS TO HAVE AN ONGOING VOLUNTARY SYSTEM OF SUCH COOPERATION.

THE BEST WAY TO AVOID LEGISLATIVELY MANDATED TERMINATION OF EXPENSIVE DUPLICATIVE PROGRAMS, IS THE VOLUNTARY NEGOTIATION BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS TO USE LIMITED RESOURCES MORE SENSIBLY.
A legislator who believes in and is supportive of the goals and benefits of postsecondary feels betrayed by some of the games people play - or, more frequently, don't play.

On the other hand, when the public institution identifies its potential to contract for unused space or talent in the nearby private institution, as an alternative to building a new building or hiring new faculty, this restores confidence in good measure.

In the last analysis, it is the old story of people talking together and negotiating as an alternative to war.

How often in life we have seen the mischief caused by poor communication and misunderstanding.

Reverend Potts from West Granville Centre, Maine learned this lesson well.

Earlier this month, West Granville Centre was blanketed by the kind of dry white snow that blinds you happily in the brilliance of the post storm sunshine. Everyone was out in their colorful snowmobiles, and the Reverend Potts decided that this would be a fine time to bring forth his snowmobile sermon, which spoke approvingly of family groups joining with neighbors on cross-country trails. He approved the togetherness of families having fun in a setting so close to nature.

Sally Potts disagreed. "Our parishioners are all veteran snowmobilers," Mrs. Potts pointed out. "It's a subject that you don't know anything about, and you most certainly are going to make a fool of yourself. So if you are delivering a sermon on snowmobiling on Sunday, I certainly am not going to church to watch you make a fool of yourself!"
On Sunday, as Mr. Potts walked to church, without Mrs. Potts at his side for the very first time since they had come to the parish last spring, he thought of her criticism, and suddenly had a vision that she was probably right.

When he rose to the pulpit, before his congregation, he had an alternative sermon before him, which he proceeded to deliver on sex.

He spoke convincingly on the relationship between husband and wife, and the evolving richness of marital sex - then tied together the importance of Christian morality. It was a good sermon and it was very clear by the attention of the parish that it was well-received.

Martha Hibble hurried from the church to get home before her family, just as Sally Potts was approaching to join the Reverend Potts.

"Your husband's sermon was wonderful," Martha Hibble said.

"You're joking," Mrs. Potts said.

"Not at all," Mrs. Hibble responded. "The sermon went over very well! One of his best!"

"I can't believe it," Mrs. Potts said incredulously. "He doesn't know anything about the subject! He has only done it twice in his life! Once before we got married, and once after! And he fell off both times!"

Tonight I bring you best wishes from West Granville Centre, Maine, and from my friends the Reverend Mr. Potts and his wife Sally.

They have asked me to remind you to communicate clearly to avoid misunderstanding. If you are ever in Maine, you would enjoy visiting the Potts. They have just bought a snowmobile.

/CED
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